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which, when exposed. to heat, emitted an odour precisely similar to

broiled bacon.*

Cause of the antiseptic property of peat. -We naturally ask

whence peat derives this antiseptic property? It has been attributed

by some to the carbonic and gallic acids which issue from decayed

wood, as also to the presence of charred wood in the lowest strata of

many peat-mosses, for charcoal is a powerful antiseptic, and capable

of purifying water already putrid. Vegetable gums and resins also

may operate in the same way4
The tannin occasionally present in peat is the produce, says Dr.

MacCulloch, of tormentilla, and some other plants ; but the quantity
he thinks too small, and its occurrence too casual, to give rise to

effects of any importance. He hints that the soft parts of animal

bodies, preserved in peat-bogs, may have been converted into adi

pocire by the action of water merely; an explanation which appears

clearly applicable to some of the cases above enumeratecl4
Miring of quadrupeds. - The manner, however, in which peat

contributes to preserve, for indefinite periods, the harder parts of
terrestrial animals, is a subject of more immediate interest to the

geologist. There are two ways in which animals become occasionally,
buried in the peat of marshy grounds; they either sink down into
the semifluid, mud, underlying a turfy surface, upon which they have

rashly ventured, or, at other times, as we shall see in the sequel, a

bog "bursts," and. animals may be involved in the peaty alluvium.
In the extensive bogs of Newfoundland, cattle are sometimes found

buried with only their heads and necks above ground; and after
having remained for days in this situation, they have been drawn
out by ropes and saved. In Scotland, also, cattle venturing on the
"quaking moss" are often mired, or "haired," as it is termed; and
in Ireland, Mr. Kin, asserts that the number of cattle which are lost
in sloughs is quite incredible.

Soiway moss. - The description given of the Solway moss will
serve to illustrate the general character of these boggy grounds.That moss, observes Gilpin, is a flat area, about seven miles in
circumference, situated on the western confines of England and
Scotland. Its surface is covered with grass and rushes, presenting a
dry crust and a fair appearance; but it shakes under the least
pressure, the bottom being unsound and semifluid. The adven
turous passenger, therefore, who sometimes in dry, seasons traverses
this perilous waste, to save a few miles, picks his cautious wayover the rushy tussocks as they appear before him, for here the
soil is firmest. If his foot slip, or if he venture to desert this mark
of security, it is possible he may never more be heard of.
"At the battle of Solway, in the time of Henry VIII. (1542),when the Scotch army, commanded by Oliver Sinclair, was routed,an unfortunate troop of horse, driven by their fears, plunged intothis morass, which instantly closed upon them. The tale was tradi-* Dr. Rennie, Essays, &c., p. 521. Syst. of Geol., vol. ii. pp. 340-346.f Ibid. P 531.

§ Phil. Trans., vol. xv. p. 949.
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